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Next Meeting

PRESIDENT’S COMMENTS
My sincere thanks to PP Roy for agreeing to be my stand
-in on Thursday Night, so I could take part in the last twilight golf tournament at RMGC, thanks to the kind invitation of Roger Frewin. Needless to say we did not fare as
well as the previous RCOB team, but we still had an enjoyable time at this very challenging course.

THURSDAY 29 MARCH
BAREFOOT / FLAT SHOE BOWLING
CHINESE BUFFET
BEAUMARIS BOWLING CLUB
MARTIN ST BEAUMARIS
BOWLING AT 6.30
BUFFET FROM 7.30

By all reports Roy has lost none of his flair, and handled
the job with his usual aplomb and good cheer.

THURSDAY 5 APRIL
FELLOWSHIP
BEAUMARIS RSL
6.30 FOR 7.00
CONFERENCE ATTENDEES PRE-MEETING 6.00
MORE DETAILS PAGE 2

THURSDAY 12 APRIL
DI HONE
TOPIC: INVESTMENT CLUBS
CHAIR: KEN MIRAMS
CASH DESK: DAVID L & VRATKA P
PROJECTOR; MALCOLM PARKS
HOST: MEGAN GLENWRIGHT
VICTORIA GOLF CLUB 6.30 FOR 7.00

President James draws the Mental health Forum to a
close with thanks to the Speakers and organisers.
I would like to thank and applaud Bob McArthur, Rewa
Jones and the entire Community team for all the hard
work and planning that went into the Mental Health Forum evening. Whilst the audience numbers were disappointing, the messages were very clear and relevant, and
the number of questions for the forum showed the depth
of concern, and the need for these events. Thanks also to
all the Rotarians and families who turned out to support
the evening.
Over a quarter of our club membership has been with us
for less than a year, and some for only weeks or months.
I believe this is absolutely wonderful, because it means
our club is vibrant, and is constantly renewing itself.
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However, we all know how difficult it is to join and
become a true member of any group, especially one
that has been in existence for many years, and has
weird rituals and processes, not to mention acronyms
for everything, programmes that have been ongoing for years, in-house stories that only have
meaning to those who have been around for a while,
and so-on.
This message is therefore to all the long-standing
Members, and also to all the newer Members. If you
see someone at a meeting whom you don’t recognise, or have not spoken to very much, go up and
talk to them, and preferably sit at the same table
with them, and make it your business to get to know
them better.
With 47 Members, it is quite difficult to get to know
everyone in the brief encounters we have as a Club,
and quite easy to simply stick with those we feel
comfortable with. I’m asking everyone to make an
effort to include someone in your circle whom you
don’t know as well as you perhaps should. I hope
this will help to make our Club stronger. Besides, we
are a pretty decent, friendly bunch of people, with
some great histories and stories to tell and hear.
Our next meeting is a fellowship meeting at Beaumaris Bowls Club, commencing at 6.30pm, for barefoot or flat/shoe bowls and Chinese banquet. Cost
$25.00 plus drinks at bar prices. Pay on the night.
If you have not put your name on the list, please let
Tony Phillips know asap for catering purposes.
Have a great week. See you Thursday.
President James

MESSAGE FROM ALI HALKIC FOLLOWING
MENTAL HEALTH FORUM AND OFFER OF
CONTRIBUTION TO FOUNDATION
Dear Robert,
Thanks for the opportunity to talk about an important issue regarding our young people dying due to Cyber Bulling, I know it is such a sensitive subject and i applaud the
Rotary Club for having the courage to tackle such an issue. Loosing Allem is something we will never get over
but we know that there are people like yourself and the
amazing team behind Rotary Beaumaris who will keep

my son’s smile alive for years to come.
What Rotary Club Beaumaris has showed is that they are
looking after their community and I hope that others Rotary Club’s and councils take note of the program and if
we all do that little extra bit I am sure that lives will be
saved and that’s something we all can take pride in. Both
Dina and I like to thank you for the effort you went
though and please pass on our thanks to your Members
and let them know that you have helped a family deal
with a loss of their only child.
The foundation we are hoping for will be up and running
soon, one aspect of the foundation will be that we will
have a group of specialists who will educate others in
work place and cyber bulling and make families aware
of the dangers our children and young people face each
day. Your offer of a donation is very much appreciated
but at this stage we would like to give the Rotary Club a
opportunity to view our program and maybe indorse it
once we have the program in place. Our aim is to have
implementations for support to families and others in
place as we cannot always rely on governments to help
people in need.
We hope to leave a legacy for Allem and to show what
we stood for as a family and also to let people know
they are not alone. Thanking you is not fitting words for
your sympathy for our loss but we are humbled that you
took the time out to help us with the awareness.
Ali, Dina & Allem Halkic

MEETING OF CONFERENCE DELEGATES
VENUE; RSL 5TH APRIL 6 PM.

Topics to discuss:
1. Gala night presentation suggestions for "into the
woods":
2. Transport: can we "car pool"?
3. Golf - do we have 4 starters on the Thursday:
possible at present: James, David.
4. Other matters.

Hocking Stuart Sandringham
62-64 Station Street
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THIS WEEKS SPEAKER;THE COMMUNITY SINCE 1985

Mental Health Forum; Stayin’ Alive
This major RCOB
event was run at
the Sandringham
College, on
Wednesday 21
March. The event
was opened by
Community Director
Bob McArthur who
commenced by
pointing out that deaths from suicide were comparable with those from auto accidents.
Bob introduced
Gaytana Adorna
who prepares a
weekly health and
wellbeing programme on Southern FM Community
Radio. Gaytana
was the Facilitator
for the evening.
The first speaker for
the evening was Dr
David Castle, Chair
of Psychiatry at St.
Vincent's Hospital
and a acknowledged world authority on adolescent mental health;
body dysmorphic
disorder, eating disorders, anxiety and depression.
He spoke in great detail about the manipulation of
female and male body images in the media leading
to pressures on adolescents to conform to totally unrealistic expectations. He also spoke about the
growing extent of mental illness in the population
and about school programmes being developed to
balance media stereotyping.
The second speaker
was Ali Halkic. Ali
and his wife Dina
lost their 17 year
old son Allem to suicide following an
extended bout of
verbal bullying via
mobile phone and

social media. Ali showed part of a Four Corners TV
programme which graphically featured their experience.
He spoke openly and compellingly about how they
had been caught out by a part of their son’s life
which was occurring in cyberspace and which was
heading inexorably to a tragic conclusion without
any knowledge on their part.
The final speaker
was Janet Hopkins,
CEO of Lantern, Shining Light on Mental
Health, and cofounder of the Blossom project. Lantern

is focused on
‘lighting the way’
for those who have mental illness. The emphasis is
on hope – a positive, self-generated future. Services include face to face support, activities, education and information. Janet focussed on the support
services which are available for people in the mental health area.
Lantern have a major feature on the Mental Health
Forum on their website. This feature has all the support resource details Janet spoke about listed. The
website is;
hp://www.lantern.org.au/2012/03/staying-aliveﬁnding-help-the-rotary-mental-health-forummarch-21-2012/
The session ended with a panel Q@A session which
ran well over the allotted time and could have run
much longer such was the level of interest from the
audience.

Bob and his team are to congratulated on such a
well run evening covering such an important community theme. R
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This Week’s Speaker: Jennifer Elliot
Topic; One Diet Does Not Fit all
As a dietician working in community health for over 20
years, Jennifer have seen a rise in the incidence of Type
2 diabetes and its diagnosis in increasingly younger people. For some years her advice to clients with Type 2 diabetes followed the standard guidelines to eat less saturated fat and choose lower Glycaemic Index (G.I.) foods;
however, scientific research plus personal and clinical experience have shown there to be a better approach to
managing this disorder.
Often inspiration comes from unusual places and her
daughter was hers. Unlike her siblings she gained weight
easily during childhood and as a dietician Jennifer couldn't understand why. The first clue came when, in her teens,
she was diagnosed with insulin resistance, a condition that
precedes Type 2 diabetes. So she started researching this
condition – what it is, who it affects and its prevalence,
cause and treatment. Getting a handle on all this was not
as easy as she thought and led to several years of research covering areas of digestion, metabolic processes,
lipid biochemistry, muscle physiology, clinical nutrition and
epidemiology.
The surprising conclusion was that science points to a completely different approach to managing insulin resistance
and Type 2 diabetes than the low saturated fat/ low
Glycaemic Index (G.I.) diet currently recommended.

Carbohydrate ‘burners’
• burn food for energy
• may eat large amounts
• do not gain weight easily

Carbohydrate ‘storers’
•
•
•
•

store food as fat
gain weight easily
yo-yo dieting
annoyed by ‘burners’

Carbohydrate Foods
Starches
•
•
•
•
•
•

bread
potato
rice
pasta
cereal
biscuits

Sugars
•
•
•
•
•

etc

table sugar
fruit
fruit juice
milk
honey
etc

Starch

She started using this new approach with her daughter
and, after seeing how well she responded, began advising clients with metabolic syndrome and Type 2 diabetes
on this same approach. The results have been as the science predicted — lower blood glucose levels, weight loss,
improved blood lipid levels, better sleep, more energy,
less anxiety and depression, reduced reflux and indigestion and lower blood pressure. And it has been most gratifying to see people who have unsuccessfully tried many
diets, finally be able to lose weight and keep it off.
Jennifer's concept struck a cord with many of the audience judging by the number of questions and the queue
to buy her book afterwards. If you missed out you can
buy it from her website

=

http://www.babyboomersandbellies.com/index.html
The basic concept is covered in the attached slides.
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Carbohydrate ‘storers’

carbs

energy

blood
glucose

Tiredness/ Lethergy
fat

Carbohydrate ‘burners’
carbohydrates

energy

fat

Insulin ++++

muscle
carbs

blood
glucose

blood
glucose

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

central weight gain
high blood pressure
gout
snoring/sleep apnoea
increased hunger
decreased satiation
carbohydrate cravings

• mood swings
cortisol— stressed
anxious
cranky

serotonin—low mood
depressed
sad

• difficulty losing weight

Metabolic Syndrome
Central weight
High blood pressure
High blood glucose levels
Low energy
Gout
Anxiety/depression
Poor sleep (snoring or
sleep apnoea)
• Increased appetite
• Difficulty maintaining a
healthy weight
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Indigestion/reflux
Cramps or restless legs
Poor memory or ‘brain fog’
Loss of muscle mass
Kidney impairment
Signs of inflammation
High blood lipids
eg: cholesterol
triglycerides
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level
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blood
glucose
level

Storage Mode

8.0

hunger
tiredness/ sleepiness
cravings
sugar  fat  belly

8.0

3.5

3.5

Breakfast
fresh o/j
cereal
low fat milk
½ banana
1 slice m/g toast

S I N C E

Breakfast
scrambled eggs
tomato
mushrooms

= 15 teaspoons of sugar

= negligible sugar

blood
glucose
level

blood
glucose
level

8.0
8.0

Storage Mode

Burning Mode
3.5

3.5

Breakfast
fresh o/j
cereal
low fat milk
½ banana
1 slice m/g toast

= 15 teaspoons of sugar

Breakfast
MT
scrambled 2 cheese
eggs
slices
tomato
mushrooms

Lunch
chicken,
avocado &
macadamia
salad

Evening meal
AT
carrot sticks roast meat &
vegies
smoked
salmon dip fruit & icecream
glass of wine
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BEAUMARIS ROTARY

2011-12 CLUB STRUCTURE

BOARD
James Glenwright
John Manks
Roy Seager
Richard Shermon
Richard Jones

Director
Auditor
Program
Meeting Attendance
Newsletter Editor

CLUB SERVICE
John Manks
Tony Phillips
David Hone
Greg Every
David Lea

Fred Hofmann
Chris Martin
Heather Chisholm (non-Board)
Bob McArthur
Megan Glenwright
David Greenall
Peter Flude (non-Board)

Fellowship
Sergeant
Webmaster
Photographer
Almoner
Host(s)/Cashiers
Youth Protection Officer

Tony Phillips
Kerrie Geard
David Lea
John Beaty/ Greg Every
Charmaine Jansz
Roster
Malcolm Parks

TEAM MEMBERS
International
Ken Mirams
David Langworthy
Geoff Stockdale
Ross Phillips
John Manks
Tony McKenna

Community
Malcolm Sawle
Brian Kimpton
David Greenall
Adrian Culshaw
Greg Every
Mary Sealy

New Generations
Chris Martin
Rob Fenton
Heather Chisholm
John Beaty
David Rushworth
Harry Wolfe

Fundraising
Geoff Abbott
Kerrie Geard
Charmaine Jansz
Mike Hede
Roy Seager
Mal Parks

Vratka Pokorna
Zillay Batool
Golf Day
Jim O'Brien
Roger Frewen
Tony Phillips

Julie Young
Harry Roberts
Trish Smyth
Geoff Stringer
Martin Fothergill
Larry Jackson

Peter Flude
Julie Young
Glenda Laughton

Antony Nixon
John Van Dyk

President
PE, VP, Exec Sec
Secretary
Treasurer
.”Foundation and Membership
International
New Generations
Vocation
Community
Fundraising
On to Conference
Marketing & PR

Asiago Plateau, Italy
Photograph by Vittorio Poli, Your
Shot
This Month in Photo of the Day:
Travel Photos
The small town where I live (Asiago
plateau, Italy) is shrouded in fog in
this image taken from the top of a
mountain.
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